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Anthropogenic aerosol forcing of Atlantic
tropical storms
N. J. Dunstone*, D. M. Smith, B. B. B. Booth, L. Hermanson and R. Eade
The frequency of tropical storms in the North Atlantic region
varies markedly on decadal timescales1–4 , with profound socioeconomic impacts5,6 . Climate models largely reproduce the
observed variability when forced by observed sea surface
temperatures1,8,10 . However, the relative importance of natural
variability and external influences such as greenhouse gases,
dust, sulphate and volcanic aerosols on sea surface temperatures, and hence tropical storms, is highly uncertain11–16 . Here,
we assess the effect of individual climate drivers on the frequency of North Atlantic tropical storms between 1860 and
2050, using simulations from a collection of climate models17 .
We show that anthropogenic aerosols lowered the frequency
of tropical storms over the twentieth century. However, sharp
declines in anthropogenic aerosol levels over the North Atlantic
at the end of the twentieth century allowed the frequency of
tropical storms to increase. In simulations with a model that
comprehensively incorporates aerosol effects (HadGEM2-ES;
ref. 18), decadal variability in tropical storm frequency is
well reproduced through aerosol-induced north–south shifts
in the Hadley circulation. However, this mechanism changes
in future projections. Our results raise the possibility that
external factors, particularly anthropogenic aerosols, could
be the dominant cause of historical tropical storm variability, and highlight the potential importance of future changes
in aerosol emissions.
Climate models forced only by external factors, with no
knowledge of observed sea surface temperatures (SSTs), do suggest
an increase in tropical storm (TS) frequency since the 1980s7,9
in some accord with observations. This provides physically based
model evidence of a potentially important role for external forcing,
but the relative importance of the different factors throughout the
historical period, and the physical mechanisms through which they
act, have not previously been explored. To do this we use a range of
CMIP3 and CMIP5 (ref. 17) simulations, together with a new suite
of experiments (using Hadley Centre models, Methods) specifically
designed to elucidate the impact of different forcing factors.
The observed decadal variability in Atlantic TSs is shown in
Fig. 1a. There are active periods around the 1890s, 1950s and
post-1995, and inactive periods around the 1910s and 1970s, with
transitions highlighted by vertical lines. Indices of other variables
in the hurricane main development region2 (MDR) including precipitation, wind shear (U250 –U850 ; ref. 19) and MDR minus tropical
mean SST (SSTMDR−TROP ; ref. 9) show very similar active and inactive periods (Fig. 1d,g,j). The fact that these indices were obtained
from independent observations, or reanalysis products, increases
our confidence in the fidelity of the observed TS frequency.
Equivalent time series from the ensemble mean HadGEM2-ES
simulations (including TS counts, Methods) are in remarkable
agreement with the observations and reanalyses (Fig. 1b,e,h,k).
The transitions between high and low phases of variability of all

HadGEM2-ES variables closely match those of observed tropical
storms, although there are some differences between model, reanalysis and observations over the different variables. For example,
whereas HadGEM2-ES underestimates TS counts in the 1950s,
the other variables (for example, MDR precipitation) agree more
closely with the observed TSs. Individual HadGEM2-ES ensemble
members also show a similar evolution, albeit with more noise
(Supplementary Fig. S1). Overall, these results raise the serious
possibility that observed decadal variability in Atlantic TSs (and
related variables) may have been predominantly externally forced.
An alternative interpretation that natural variability dominated,
with external forcings playing a minor role, would rely on
coincidence between the phases of natural variability and the model
externally forced signal.
To determine which external forcing is driving the
HadGEM2-ES multi-decadal TS variability we analyse additional
parallel sets of simulations that withhold individual or multiple
climate forcings (Methods). In particular, we use a simulation set that removed anthropogenic aerosol changes (keeping
1860 emissions, AERO1860 ). The difference from simulations
with all forcings (ALL-AERO1860 ) can be interpreted as the
impact of aerosols. Figure 2a shows that anthropogenic aerosol
is the key forcing agent, with a high correlation (r = 0.86)
with the all forcing runs, and driving both the multi-decadal
variability and depressing TS frequency over the twentieth
century. Other forcings are generally of secondary importance
(Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. S3a), although we note that
GHG forcing starts to provide significant depression of TSs
at the end of the twentieth century. This is supported by a
further extensive suite of experiments that remove each external forcing in turn using a previous model (HadCM3, Supplementary Fig. S3b). However, the treatment of aerosols is
less comprehensive in this model and it does not reproduce
the observed decadal TS variability. A twentieth-century TS
reduction is also supported by most CMIP climate models
(Fig. 2b, discussed later).
Aerosol–cloud interactions are comprehensively represented in
HadGEM2-ES (ref. 20) and, together with a realistic simulation
of low-level cloud21 , produce relatively strong indirect (relative to
direct) anthropogenic aerosol forcing in the North Atlantic13 . Longterm trends in aerosol amounts offset part of the MDR warming
by greenhouse gases (GHGs; with a secondary contribution
from volcanoes13 ). Although both GHGs and anthropogenic
aerosols largely originate from the same industrial sources, the
difference in lifetime (80 years versus 12–15 days) leads to aerosol
forcing responding much more rapidly to multi-decadal variations
in industrial emissions (rapid economic expansion pre-1914;
1950–1980; global wars and the great depression: 1914–1945 and
US and European clean air legislation post-1970s) than slowly
evolving GHG concentrations. The North Atlantic anthropogenic
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Figure 1 | Comparing observed and modelled TS-related indices. a–l, Indices of TS and related climate variables in observations28,29 and reanalyses30 (left
panels) and for the HadGEM2-ES ensemble mean (middle and right panels). Ensemble averaging reduces natural internal variability, leaving the externally
forced model signal. All variables are smoothed by an 11-year running mean and are plotted relative to their twentieth-century mean. Grey regions show the
90% range of variability of the parallel control run ensemble mean with no external forcings. Cyan vertical lines show observed times of transition between
active/inactive periods of observed TS activity. Future scenarios RCP2.6 (blue) and RCP4.5 (green) are shown on the right. In the bottom row, MDR-TROP
is the SST(MDR−TROP) index as referred to in the text.

aerosol changes (and related cloud properties through aerosol
indirect effects) show clear multi-decadal variability around the
historical trend (Supplementary Fig. S2a–c). It is the variability in
the North Atlantic relative to the wider tropics (Supplementary
Fig. S2d–g) that drives variations in TSs and other atmospheric
variables in the MDR (Fig. 1). Furthermore, changes in cloud
properties are most sensitive at low aerosol concentrations, thus
amplifying anthropogenic aerosol forcing variability in the earlier
historical period13 (Supplementary Fig. S2).
Having identified the importance of anthropogenic aerosols
in our model simulations, we examine the underlying physical
2

mechanisms through which they act to produce decadal variability
in Atlantic TSs. Figure 3 shows composite differences between
quiet and active phases of TS variability (blue minus red periods
in Fig. 1) for the difference between the HadGEM2-ES historical
ensemble with all forcings (ALL) and constant anthropogenic
aerosols (AERO1860 ). During inactive periods aerosols cooled
the North Atlantic, with a characteristic horseshoe pattern of
strongest cooling over the extra-tropical east Atlantic and the MDR
(Fig. 3a)13 . Consequently, the meridional (Hadley) circulation
shifted to the south22 (Fig. 3e), leading to anomalous descent
and reduced precipitation over the MDR (Fig. 3b,c). The sub-
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Figure 2 | Impact of external forcing on historical TSs. a, The impact of all
forcings (ALL, red and blue shading) compared with anthropogenic
aerosols (green curve, diagnosed from ALL-AERO1860 , Methods) and
GHGs (magenta curve) on 11-year smoothed TS frequency in
HadGEM2-ES, relative to the unforced frequency (grey shading shows the
90% range of variability in the parallel control ensemble mean that
contains no inter-annual variations in external forcing factors). b, The CMIP
models’ evolution of 11-year smoothed SST(MDR−TROP) index with all
external forcings relative to unforced control simulations. The models are
subdivided (Supplementary Fig. S5) into those that only simulate direct
aerosol effects (DIRECT, red) and that also include indirect effects
(INDIRECT, green). Filled regions show the 20–80% range of the ensemble
mean of each group. Square symbols are plotted when the INDIRECT
ensemble mean is significantly lower (at the 5% level) than the DIRECT
ensemble mean, as assessed by a non-parametric bootstrap re-sampling
of the data.

tropical jet also shifted southward and strengthened, increasing
the wind shear over the MDR (Fig. 3d). The zonal (Walker)
circulation did not seem to play a significant role (Fig. 3f). This
mechanism, involving anomalous Hadley circulation, was also
identified in real and idealized decadal prediction studies7,23 and
is further supported by studies highlighting the sensitivity of the
intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and Atlantic Meridional
Mode to Atlantic SST gradients15,24,25 .
HadGEM2-ES, HadCM3 and CMIP5 models9 simulate an
increase in TS frequency since the 1980s. Our experiments support

the hypothesis9 that this is driven by anthropogenic aerosols, at
least in our models (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. S3). This is
because aerosol loadings over the North Atlantic have declined
sharply over this period (Supplementary Fig. S2a), leading to a
relative warming and hence a northward shift of the ITCZ (refs 15,
25,26; not shown), opposite to the changes during quiet periods
described above. We also corroborate previous results9 highlighting
the potential importance of aerosols on hurricane activity in the
near future: continued mitigation of aerosols may lead to further
increases in TS frequency. This is clearly seen by comparing our
model simulations using two different representative concentration
pathways (RCPs): in RCP2.6 aerosols are mitigated much more
aggressively than in RCP4.5 (Supplementary Fig. S4). TS numbers
decline strongly from the present day in RCP4.5 (Fig. 1c), but
increase further in RCP2.6 over the coming decade or so to
unprecedented levels in our model. The physical processes involved
in the different responses in RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 over the near
term (2010–2040) are consistent with those identified above for
the historical period (Fig. 4). Despite lower GHG emissions, more
aggressive mitigation of anthropogenic aerosols causes the North
Atlantic to warm more in RCP2.6 than RCP4.5; this drives a
relative northward ITCZ shift with increased precipitation and
ascent, and reduced wind shear, in the MDR (Figs 1f,i,l and 4).
We note that later in the twenty-first century (post-2040) TS
numbers decrease in HadGEM2-ES (Fig. 1c), even in RCP2.6. Given
that North Atlantic anthropogenic aerosol concentrations continue
decreasing (Supplementary Fig. S4), aerosols no longer seem the
key driver of TS and instead a reduction driven by GHG warming
dominates (Supplementary Fig. S5). Note also that the SSTMDR−TROP
metric (and variants, Supplementary Fig. S6) begins to disagree
with counted TSs, questioning the suitability of surrogate indices
in a warming world.
In addition to influencing the period since the 1980s and into
the near future (corroborating previous studies9,14 ), our results also
suggest that anthropogenic aerosols probably suppressed Atlantic
TS frequency throughout the entire historical period. This is
clearly seen in both HadGEM2-ES and HadCM3 by comparing
simulations that include anthropogenic aerosols with unforced
control simulations (shown by the grey shading in Fig. 2a and
Supplementary Fig. S3). We assess the robustness of this conclusion
by examining a range of models from CMIP3 and CMIP5 (those
available at the time of analysis, Supplementary Fig. S7). Here we use
the SST(MDR−TROP) index9 as a proxy for TS activity because model
storm counts were not available to us, and this index performs
well over the historical period in our models (Fig. 1k). Overall, the
CMIP models provide further evidence of reduced activity over the
historical period since 1860 (Fig. 2b), with 34 of all 39 models (87%)
showing a decrease in forced compared with unforced simulations
(Supplementary Fig. S7). The impact of anthropogenic aerosols
cannot be isolated perfectly, because the required simulations
excluding aerosols were not performed. However, we subdivide
the models into those that represent only the aerosol direct effect
(DIRECT, red in Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. S7) and those
using more sophisticated treatments of aerosols by including at least
the first indirect effect and using emission-driven aerosol tracers
rather than prescribed concentrations (INDIRECT, green). The
INDIRECT group reveals a stronger and earlier signal, consistent
with the anthropogenic aerosol impact identified in HadGEM2ES, and the ensemble means of the INDIRECT and DIRECT
differ significantly (at the 5% level, Fig. 2b). However, there is
a broad spread between INDIRECT CMIP5 simulations, with
two models (NorESM and MIROC5) showing very little change
(Supplementary Fig. S7). Using additional specialized CMIP5
aerosol forcing experiments (Methods) we find that this spread
(Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. S7) is highly related to the
magnitude of aerosol forcing (Supplementary Fig. S8) in this region.
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Figure 3 | The impact of anthropogenic aerosols (ALL–AERO1860 ) in HadGEM2-ES over the historical period. Plotted are the differences between ALL
and AERO1860 simulations for the quiet minus the active periods (as defined by red and blue in Fig. 1a) to show the impact of anthropogenic aerosols. a–f,
For surface air temperature (SAT, a), precipitation (b), ascent (c), wind shear (d) and meridional (e) and longitudinal (f) cross-sections of ascent. Stippled
regions on the maps show where the differences are outside the 90% variability of the control ensemble mean and similarly arrows on e,f are only drawn
where the vertical pressure velocity (shading, Pa s−1 , positive for ascent) is outside the 90% range of control ensemble variability. Vertical components of
arrows are in pascals per second; the horizontal units are in metres per second. Contours in e show the model climatological vertical velocity (solid are
positive, dashed are negative). Meridional and longitudinal cross-sections are taken over the regions marked on the maps by thin black lines. The MDR is
marked by the pink rectangles. Note that during the inactive TS periods, the impact of aerosols is preferential cooling of the North Atlantic. This leads to
reduced MDR precipitation and vertical ascent, along with increased wind shear. This is consistent with a southward shift of the ITCZ shown in e.

These independent experiments therefore confirm the impact of
anthropogenic aerosols, and further highlight the need to reduce
regional anthropogenic aerosol forcing uncertainty.
Our results raise the possibility that external factors, especially
anthropogenic aerosols, may have dominated the historical Atlantic
TS variability. Future changes in anthropogenic aerosols might
also dominate the near-term, although HadGEM2-ES supports a
longer-term reduction in TS frequency driven by GHGs. Open
questions remain on whether dust15 , or other anthropogenic
drivers26 , may have amplified any forced changes, and over the
relative importance of natural internal variability and external
forcing simulated by models. Ideally, each model simulation would
represent a potential realization of reality. Taken at face value,
results from present-generation climate models imply a significant
role for internal variability and large uncertainties in responses
to external forcing9 . However, many models do not even attempt
to simulate potentially key aerosol processes, and those that do
4

have varying degrees of sophistication, so that treating models
equally could lead to misleading conclusions. Furthermore, the
strong impact of ensemble averaging on the skill of multi-year storm
predictions7 suggests that model storms may not be constrained as
tightly as in reality by the relevant forcing factors. By highlighting
the potential importance of external factors, and anthropogenic
aerosols in particular, our results suggest that further progress might
be accelerated by an international effort to narrow the uncertainties
in aerosol impacts on climate27 .

Methods
In HadGEM2-ES and HadCM3 we track model storms directly by following local
minima in the daily mean sea level pressure fields over the tropical North Atlantic
basin (5–25◦ N) over June–November7,23 . We count only storms that last at least
two days to avoid potentially spurious trends in the HURDAT data set. Although
model storms are not yet able to simulate the same intensity as real-world TSs, their
frequency of occurrence does seem to be modulated realistically by environmental
conditions. This is demonstrated by correlations of 0.62 for seasonal forecasts of
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Figure 4 | Maps and cross-sections for near-term future (2010–2040). a–k, Similar panels to Fig. 3 but now anomalies are plotted relative to the historical
period (rather than showing purely the impact of aerosols). Note that the MDR warms more in RCP2.6 than RCP4.5 as a result of strong mitigation of
anthropogenic aerosols in this region (Supplementary Fig. S4). This strong warming in RCP2.6 results in increased MDR precipitation (d), vertical ascent
(f) and decreased wind shear (h) and more tropical storms (Fig. 1c). This is consistent with a northward shift of the ITCZ (j) into the warmer hemisphere.
Stippling is not shown on the SAT map as all points have warmed beyond the control ensemble 90% variability.
TS frequency with HadCM3 starting on 1 May from 1960 to 2005 (ref. 7, their Fig.
1). For HadGEM2-ES we obtain robust conclusions by examining other related
indices, including relative SST (SSTMDR−TROP ; ref. 9) and MDR precipitation and
wind shear. Over the historical period all of these indices are strongly correlated in
both observations/reanalyses and in the model simulations, justifying our use of
the SST(MDR−TROP) index for the CMIP simulations.
Standard climate model experiments do not enable the impacts of all
individual external forcings to be determined9 . For HadCM3 we repeated the
simulations of the period 1860–2050 but removing individual forcings one at
a time. The forcings removed were GHGs, sulphate aerosols, ozone, volcanic
aerosols and solar irradiance. The full suite of experiments (6 simulations) was
performed with a 17-member perturbed physics ensemble version of HadCM3
that is less sophisticated but computationally cheaper to run than HadGEM2-ES
(Supplementary Fig. S3). In this full suite, every experiment contains information
about all of the other forcings except the one being removed. It is therefore
possible, under the assumption of linearity, to diagnose the contribution of
each forcing in many different ways and so obtain a more robust estimate of
their impact on TSs. For the computationally more expensive HadGEM2-ES
we removed only time-varying anthropogenic aerosols (a choice guided by the
HadCM3 results, and referred to as AERO1860 ), but obtain additional information
from the standard CMIP5 detection and attribution experiments. We diagnose
the impact of aerosols as the difference between the all forcings simulations
and AERO1860 . Our HadCM3 perturbed physics and HadGEM2-ES ensemble
samples some of the uncertainties in model responses, but does not fully sample
the structural uncertainties encapsulated in a more comprehensive multi-model
ensemble. We therefore also investigate simulations from the CMIP3 and
CMIP5 (ref. 17) archives.
The CMIP3 and CMIP5 models used are shown in Supplementary Fig.
S7. For each model we compare the forced historical (twentieth century)
simulations to the corresponding unforced control simulations. For CMIP5,
metadata enabled the historical simulations to be aligned with the corresponding

sections of the control simulations. For CMIP3 this was achieved using model
description documentation where possible. Where this was not available we
have assumed that historical simulations were started from year 0 of the
provided control run.
We make use of specialized CMIP5 diagnostic experiments (referred to
elsewhere as Hansen, flux perturbation or quasi-forcing experiments) to determine
the anthropogenic aerosol forcing in a range of CMIP5 models (Supplementary Fig.
S8). These are fixed SST atmosphere simulations comprising a 30-year control with
pre-industrial aerosol emissions and a parallel simulation with year 2000 aerosol
emissions. The difference in top-of-the-atmosphere radiation balance measures
the model aerosol forcing.
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